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SUBJECT: NRC-2010-0304, PRM-26-5, 1OCFR26 - Subpart 1, Fatigue Management

Dear Secretary:

I support to have the NRC open the process for further rulemaking for 1 OCFR26, Subpart
I as submitted in Rulemaking Docket NRC-2010-0304, PRM-26-5. Revisiting the
required Minimum Days Off (MDO's) as a result of NEI's petition should also set in
motion a review of what is working and what is not working with Part 26, SP I.
I am offering my comments as the president of IBEW LU 225, with over 400 physical
and technical workers employed and covered by a collective bargaining agreement at the
Wolf Creek station. Also I am a long term nuclear industry worker who has been a craft
worker moving into a technical professional role. Currently I am now considered a non-
covered worker with the recent implementation of Subpart I of I OCFR26. I am a
Maintenance Planner and prior to the new rule I was afforded work limits and ceilings by
the work hour limitations provided by Generic Letter 82-12. My facility respected GL
82-12 guidance for all workers with unescorted access to my plant, with such guidance
being part of my facilities technical specifications.
It is my opinion that MDO's cause more disruption to individual work rhythm's while
seeking to eliminate the NRC's concern of potential cumulative fatigue. Cumulative
fatigue is not seen as a regulated need while seeking input from my co-workers and
fellow union members. The Department of Transportation (CDL Truck Drivers) has
clearly addressed this matter in a simplified break requirement rather than a complex
regulated mechanism as the Minimum Days Off programs require. It is also my opinion
that removing work hour limitations from the majority of staffing at nuclear facilities is
causing unintended consequences. On a site wide basis we now have more tired workers
from the elimination of GL 82-12 and the creation and implementation of non-covered
work, and workers.
At my facility, it has become standard practice to extend working hours for individuals
not performing covered work under Part 26. I have witnessed individuals being required
to work 18, 19 and 26 hours straight without a break who never had this exposure before.
The simple licensee justification response is that they are not covered or required to
provide work limits under the new rule. To self-declare fatigue, an individual risks being
negatively labeled subject to discipline as such under the adopted NEI 06-11, Rev. 1 that
resides within NRC Regulatory Guide 5.73, 'Fatigue Management for Nuclear Power
Plant Personnel. Most individuals continue to "slog on" until they are afforded a break.
Some of these issues have been documented in our Corrective Action program, but most
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are not, given possible retaliation fear for utilizing the self-declaration "switch". In
short, the self-declaration intentions by the NRC were meaningful, however allowing
NEI 06-11 self-declaration guidance made the language a "sham" to a new breed of
"tired" non-covered workers. The self-declaration provision will likely never have a
meaningful role in the Reactor Oversight Program since it has a minimal chance of ever
becoming a licensee cross cutting issue for inspection.
This would be the perfect time to amend Part 26 affording all badged workers to at least
have minimum provisions as GL 82-12 guidelines originally provided. It is a fallacy that
only select classifications can adversely affect nuclear safety via the negative effects of
fatigue by dissecting nuclear work into covered and non-covered tasks. Any non-covered
individual with access to the protected area should have some type of fatigue protections
other than self-declaration. Since this rule has been implemented, it is my observation
that Stations hire more individuals in the covered classifications and then attrition
classifications who perform non-covered work. Our net sum for employees will remain
unchanged as non-covered workers will continue to be forced to work more hours,
contractors will be relied on more during non-outage periods when they should not be,
and additional workers when eventually hired will be solely dedicated to covered work.

Sincerely,

Raymond C. Rogers
President, IBEW Local Union 225

Cc: IBEW IVP 7, Jon Gardner - (Electronic Record)
IBEW Utility Department - (Electronic Record)
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